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FOREWORD 

I am delighted to introduce our report outlining our current progress in developing the culture of collaboration 
which can greatly support that sharing of expertise alongside the creation of local and regional networks. This is all 
done with the fundamental aim of trying new ideas and bringing about local improvements to the educational and 
life chances of our children and young people.  

With 34 of these regional networks working online, they are focussed on connecting and collaborating. They range 
from support around the delivery of quality within Early Years and the pedagogical benefits of Play; as well as 
allowing colleagues to access a wide range of Secondary Subject Support Groups – which has included regional 
support for moderation to deliver the SQA’s Alternative Certification Model.  

With over 1,000 RESOURCES shared within these networks; over 700 COLLABORATIVE ENGAGEMENTS with 
local, regional and national colleagues from across the education system and almost 6,000 SIGN UPS TO OUR 
EVENTS, we have registered the interest of staff within every associated school group across the Northern Alliance.  

Despite the challenges of a global pandemic, I am amazingly overwhelmed at what we have achieved so far with 
the willingness and commitment of the system. For this, I thank each and every one of you.  

The conditions for improvement are ones that take time and the seeds of which I have taken great pride in sowing 
over the past 2 years as Regional Improvement Lead. These conditions for improvement are dependent on us having 
the time, space and trust for us to establish strong relational capital. These conditions will need to be continually 
nurtured by every one of us, across all levels of the system in order for our vision, aspirations and hopes to succeed. 

With my tenure as Lead coming to an end in November 2021, I will undoubtedly continue to carry the beacon of 
collaboration as I am not only a member of Shetland Islands Council, but also a proud member of the Northern 
Alliance. This is a membership which applies to every single staff member across education and children’s services 
within our diverse and strengthening collaborative and I cannot stress enough the benefits of using it. So, if you 
can, take the first step – and connect. I promise you will be pleasantly surprised at where it can take you.  

 
Helen Budge 
Regional Improvement Lead, Northern Alliance 
Director of Children’s Services, Shetland Islands Council 
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DRIVERS FOR RENEWAL 

At the onset of the global Covid 19 pandemic in early 2020, we 
took the time to reflect on what actions needed to be taken as a 
Collaborative of local authorities –with a focus on adding value 
to what was happening at a locality level. Part of this process 
included revisiting the Northern Alliance vision: 

‘Developing a culture of collaboration, sharing of expertise and 
creating local and regional networks to improve the educational 
and life chances of our children and young people.’ 

With the increased focus on the vision, there has been a higher 
profile within the work of the workstreams and networks. As a 
result, it has provided greater clarity and a shared 
understanding of our purpose within these challenging times by 
harnessing the strengths of a collaborative of 8 local authorities 
to provide support, reassurance and focus at a time of 
adversity.  

In relation to the improvement plan, it was agreed that the 
existing workstreams should remain. However, priorities should 
be reviewed. As a result, updated action plans were developed 
by each workstream and their associated networks, which were then shared within the updated improvement plan. 

In addition, a set of drivers were utilised to drive forward improvement priorities and also to ‘build back better’ – 
supporting the RIC to respond in an agile way to the changing educational landscape. These drivers are based on the 
work of Simon Breakspear.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For a full overview of actions taken and developments in response to the four drivers for renewal, see Appendix 1. 

AGILE WAYS OF WORKING - Harnessing new platforms, norms and routines in how we collaborate and 
communicate. 

 Improve communication and information sharing  

 Plan a coherent, flexible CLPL programme informed by educator need. 

 Use improvement methodology as a framework to support improvement and the evaluation process 

 Further develop systems to enable more effective: 
o Sharing practice 
o Access to resources 
o Access/signposting to guidance and support 

BUILDING RELATIONAL CAPITAL - Strengthening trust, connections and collaboration, reducing competition and silos. 

 Build shared understanding and ownership of our vision. We are all part of the Northern Alliance, sharing a 
clear, coherent and contextualised strategy. 

 Develop our approaches to online collaboration and engagement 

 Improve consistency, quality and equity of access to purposeful collaborative opportunities 

 

 
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION - Adopting and exploring our approaches to learning and being online. AND 
WORKING ALONGSIDE ONE ANOTHER - to explore new and emerging practices in learning and teaching. 

 Capture information and learning from the Covid-19 situation at all levels of the system 

 Work alongside colleagues to understand the recovery phase and the operational and pedagogical implications. 

 Work collectively in collaboration (LA’s and partners) to identify gaps during the recovery phase 

 Adapt current practice and explore alternative approaches to learning and teaching 

 Enquiry based approach to Learning and Teaching based on ‘Learning from Lockdown’ 
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WORKSTREAM ACTIVITY 

WORKING TOGETHER TO DRIVE FORWARD IMPROVEMENT – HIGHLIGHTED ACTIVITY 

The workstream networks have used the drivers to drive forward improvement within their own contexts and 
priorities. For example, the numeracy and maths workstream lead used improvement methodology to test change 
theories for connecting with greater numbers of colleagues and increasing awareness and accessibility of resources.  

A selection of examples are shared below demonstrating how we have used the drivers within our activities and 
developments.  

PROMOTING EQUITY WEEK 

The Raising Attainment and Closing the Gap workstream collaborated 
with local authorities and Education Scotland colleagues to develop and 
offer a week of professional learning and sharing of practice around the 
theme of ‘Equity’. This event was held at the beginning of the school 
session, offering colleagues ideas and suggestions for creating greater 
focus on equity and poverty within plans and activity at school level– 
particularly relevant during this pandemic. This event also provided 
opportunities for colleagues to connect and collaborate, which has led to 
the development of a network of practitioners who will be taking forward 
improvement projects with a focus on equity in their settings during 
session 2021/22.  

SNOW AND TELL 2020 

In December 2020, all workstreams and associated networks 
contributed to a RIC wide sharing practice initiative called ‘Snow and 
Tell’. Each day in December an example of practice was shared on the 
Northern Alliance via an interactive calendar. Awareness of the activity 
was raised through Twitter and the interactive calendar was engaged 
with over 1,500 times throughout the month of December. In addition, 
advice and guidance was shared in relation to wellbeing of children 
and young people and staff. 

QUALITY ASSURANCE IN SENIOR PHASE 

In addition to individual workstream activity, there has been collaboration across workstreams. As a result of the 
pandemic, it was agreed by the Scottish Government that there would be no senior phase national exams held 
within session 2020/21, and the Alternative Certification Model (ACM) was shared with local authorities, schools and 
colleges across Scotland. As a collaborative we agreed to establish a network with a focus on quality assurance 
within the senior phase. This network had membership from local authority central team members who have a 
responsibility for quality assurance within the senior phase, as well as 
workstream leads from ‘Raising Attainment and Closing the Gap’, ‘1+2 
Languages’ and ‘Leadership’. The Workstream lead for ‘Numeracy and 
Maths’ chaired the network and also represented colleagues at 
national and cross- RIC meetings. Over the session, this network met 
increasingly frequently and latterly met fortnightly in order to share 
learning and problem solve together.  The network was also able to 
connect practitioners across the Northern Alliance who needed 
partners for quality assurance and moderation purposes.  

 

https://sway.office.com/Z8oyFpSkthlFadLh
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NORTHERN ALLIANCE CONNECTS 

In response to feedback from colleagues in schools, we developed 
a website as a ‘one stop shop’ for colleagues to access information, 
resources and examples of effective practice in relation to remote 
learning called Northern Alliance Connects . Whilst this site has 
been useful to colleagues during the most recent lockdown period, 
the resource is also designed to facilitate sharing of practice around 
digital innovation and how technology is able to support and 
enhance effective learning and teaching. 

 

WORLD EDUCATION SUMMIT 

The Leadership and Curriculum Workstreams came together to 
facilitate access to the World Education Summit for all practitioners 
across the Northern Alliance. This week-long professional learning 
event was held week beginning 22nd March 2021 and offered over 
400 sessions, as well as opportunities to network with colleagues 
across the world. Sessions have been recorded and can be accessed 
by those who registered for the event for one year. Recorded 
sessions also have associated resources and reflective questions to 
facilitate professional dialogue and support self –evaluation at 
setting level. Approximately 65% of practitioners across the 
Northern Alliance registered for this high-quality professional learning event. Both workstreams will work with 
colleagues across the Northern Alliance to ensure practitioners are aware of all the sessions and resources available 

to them free for the next year on Summit Central.  More information can be found here - World Education Summit 
Update and Information 

 

INCLUDE ME! 

With a national commitment to UNCRC and a Northern Alliance 
focus on the voices of children and young people, three of our 
workstreams came together to hold a participation week called 
INCLUDE Me! in May 2021. This aimed to share effective practice in 
including the voices of children and young people and promote their 
participation within decision making processes. This event is an 
example of cross-workstream collaboration whereby Workstream 
Leads for Equalities, Community Learning and Development and 
Raising Attainment and Closing the Gap came together to organise 
and host the event. 

With over 500 attendees, the event ran during the afternoons of three days. Short ‘bite-sized’ sessions shared the 
work of colleagues from across the Northern Alliance, as well as raising awareness of national activity, including 
UNCRC. Learning was taken from feedback from Promoting Equity Week and sessions were recorded and shared on 
an event website to enable colleagues to access resources in their own time if unable to engage in the live event. A 
new network is currently being established connecting colleagues from across the Northern Alliance with a shared 
commitment to participation and promoting the voices and rights of children and young people. 

 

https://sites.google.com/view/progressimpactplanning/connect
https://www.worldedsummit.com/wes-2021/
https://summitcentral.guidecore.xyz/
https://sway.office.com/X5czydibQxXerNQu?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/X5czydibQxXerNQu?ref=Link
https://sites.google.com/as.glow.scot/include-me/home
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CCITI MODEL 

Reflecting on learning and feedback from practitioners, we 
developed a model for connecting, collaborating and 
improvement. We call this the ‘CCITI MODEL’. Whilst the 
Northern Alliance vision sets out our aspirations and the 
improvement plan provides the road map for our journey 
towards improvement, the CCITI approach breaks down how 
we plan to get there. It focuses on 5 points on our journey – 
working with one another to develop 5 key themes: 

 CONNECTIONS 

 COLLABORATIONS 

 INNOVATIONS & IDEAS 

 TRY OUT & TEST 

 IMPROVEMENT 

CONNECTIONS 

In order to collaborate, we first need to connect to what it is we are 
trying to achieve and to the people we are connecting with. This might be 
through professional learning or to share practice or to engage in 
development work. The golden threads that connect us are our children 
and young people. We are all connected through our drive to improve 
outcomes for the children and young people in our classes, schools, ELC 
settings and communities across our RIC. Not only is it important to feel 
connected to the purpose of getting together, but it is also important to 
ensure that it is easy to connect – that connections are accessible. This 
might be through breaking down the barriers to accessing online 
meetings or indeed, ensuring meeting times are accessible to the people 
we want to connect with. 

COLLABORATIONS 

Building on our connections, we should work together to ensure there is 
a clear understanding of why we want to collaborate – working towards a 
common goal. Time should be spent getting to know one another so that 
relationships and trust can grow. It is also important to put in place 
processes to support effective communication so that everyone is clear 
about where, when you are meeting and also how you are sharing 
information. Over time, when the conditions are right, we begin to feel 
comfortable about sharing practice and also beginning to contribute to 
thinking differently / innovatively about problems and ‘wicked issues’.  

INNOVATIONS & IDEAS  

In order to reach this stage of collaboration, we are now focused on what 
we can achieve together – collectively. We explore how we can ‘add 
value’ as a group and begin to generate ideas. These ideas can be based 
on previous experience and consideration should be given around how 
this may sit within new contexts. Collaboration may also lead to 
innovative thinking – coming up with new ideas to wicked issues. At this 
stage our own local knowledge and subject matter expertise are 
important as they will help us to better understand our systems and what 
may work well within them. 

 Northern Alliance Website 

 Priority SharePoint sites 

 Newsletter – subscribe 

 Twitter 

 Regional Improvement Plan 

 National Partners – Education 

Scotland 

 Driver – Agile Ways of Working 

 Northern Alliance Vision - shared 
purpose 

 Workstream Networks 

 Priority SharePoint sites 

 Professional Learning 

 Education Scotland 

 Driver – Building Relational 
Capital 

 RIC Centred Orientation – RIC 
Vision 

 Professional Learning 

 Sharing Practice – Case Studies 

 Workstream Networks 

 Driver – Digital Transformation 
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TRY OUT & TEST 

When collaboration leads to the generation of ideas, it is important to 
take the time to consider how we are going to test our ideas and 
understand whether this change will lead to improvement. An 
improvement framework such as ‘The Model for Improvement’ enables 
us to test our change theories and ideas effectively with aims, clear 
measures and data over time. We also start small so that we are not 
implementing a change system wide before checking to see if it works. 
This approach focuses on ‘working with’ one another as opposed to 
‘doing to’.  

IMPROVEMENT 

When our ideas begin to evidence improvement, it is tempting again to 
implement system wide. However, we must be aware scaling up too 
quickly can result in improvement being lost. Again, improvement 
methodology can help us to scale up our change ideas in a sustainable 
way, which can then lead to system wide improvement! Then it is 
important to communicate what has worked well so that learning can be 
shared. Ultimately, this is our vision for working together across the 
Northern Alliance – improving outcomes for our children and young 
people through our collective efforts.  

SHARING OUR JOURNEY 

 

 Workstream Networks 

 Improvement Methodology 

 NA Research and Data 

 Education Scotland 

 Driver – Working Alongside One 
Another 

 Share Practice 

 Case Studies 

 Improvement Methodology 

 NA Research and Data 

 Driver – Agile Ways of Working 

In order to share the full scale of activity within the Northern Alliance RIC over the past session and 
associated evidence, we have created a website to share our improvement journey – you can access the 
website here .  

The website is developed around the CCITI MODEL and shows how we utilise this strategy in order to 
analyse, reflect and plan deeper and stronger connections, collaborations and improvement activity 
across the RIC. In the year ahead, we will also be testing the CCITI strategy within our schools as part of 
our Northern Alliance School Improvement Project.  

https://sites.google.com/view/progressimpactplanning/home
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NEXT STEPS 

As we embark upon the final year of our Northern Alliance Improvement Plan (Phase 3) progress towards our 
priorities is positive – despite the challenges of the pandemic. Moving into session 2021/22: 

 27.7% of our workstream aims have already been ACHIEVED; 

 67.7% are ON TRACK, and  

 only 5.5% are on hold or have been adapted in response to activity within the system.  

Developments are now reaching an exciting level of maturity, with CONNECTIONS and COLLABORATION 
deepening and a focus on generation of INNOVATION & IDEAS. Several of our networks are now moving on to try 
out & test those ideas in their schools and settings– ultimately leading to IMPROVED OUTCOMES for our children 
and young people across the Northern Alliance. Progress aligns well with our CCITI model, as outlined earlier in this 
report. 

WHAT WILL THAT LOOK LIKE IN PRACTICE?  

Outlined below are the broad themes which will influence how we take forward Year 3 of our Plan: 

• SHIFT IN FOCUS from professional learning to development.  

• INCREASED FOCUS on the wellbeing of children and staff. 

• WORK MORE CLOSELY with networks over time: 

o Level 2 Fractions Project in partnership with University of Highlands & Islands 

o Equity improvement projects in partnership with Education Scotland 

o Curriculum innovation networks – play and digital 

o Curriculum rationale and transitions networks – ELC / primary and secondary 

o School Improvement Project – working with 16 schools across the NA throughout the session 

o Participation network 

• INCREASED FOCUS on ‘creating the right conditions’ for improvement and collaboration. 

• INCREASED FOCUS on Data for Improvement and working towards identifying the ‘measures that matter’ 
to the NA – working alongside the Data for Children’s Collaborative (with UNICEF). 

There is no denying that Session 2021-22 is going to be interesting for us all in Scottish Education. We face greater 
change than at any other time in recent history. There are aspects of Scottish Education which are being considered 
and reviewed due to feedback at a national and international level: 

 

 

 

 

 

Our schools/ELC settings/CLD providers are all working together to consider how they move forward whilst the 
pandemic is still prevalent whilst under significant pressure to ‘close the gap’ and ‘build back better’.  As a 
collaborative of 8 local authorities, we have considered all of these factors in how we shape the final year of our 
regional improvement plan. In February 2021, Michael Fullan shared a paper called ‘The Right Drivers for Whole 
System Success’. This paper shares a ‘big proposal’; a clear and dynamic vision for the future which could help to 
guide us through this period of significant change: 

 Audit Scotland report on Improving Outcomes for Young People Through 
School Education 

 OECD report: Scotland’s Curriculum for Excellence - INTO THE FUTURE 

 Scottish Government Review of Regional Improvement Collaboratives 

https://michaelfullan.ca/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Fullan-CSE-Leading-Education-Series-01-2021R2-compressed.pdf
https://michaelfullan.ca/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Fullan-CSE-Leading-Education-Series-01-2021R2-compressed.pdf
https://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/report/improving-outcomes-for-young-people-through-school-education
https://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/report/improving-outcomes-for-young-people-through-school-education
https://www.oecd.org/education/scotland-s-curriculum-for-excellence-bf624417-en.htm
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Michael Fullan and his Pedagogies for Deep Learning colleagues have been working on the concept of drivers for 
change for many years. This paper shares the culmination of learning to identify ‘FOUR RIGHT DRIVERS’ for 
success: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As we are in the final year of our current plan, this year will be a transition from the old to the new. Our 
workstreams and networks will be exploring the Right Drivers within their own contexts and considering how they 
can shape our direction of travel as a Regional Improvement Collaborative. We will be consulting with as many 
colleagues as we can – sharing an awareness and deepening understanding of the Right Drivers and thinking about 
how they will drive us forward as a Collaborative through the forthcoming period of change. We also plan to host a 
Learning Festival in January 2022 in partnership with Education Scotland and we have already agreed that our key 
themes will be shaped around the Right Drivers.  

We are delighted that Michael Fullan and his team will be part of our learning journey moving forward. 

‘Christakis analyses what he labels as ‘the immediate pandemic period’, ‘the intermediate 
pandemic period’ and ‘the post-pandemic period’ – a time span covering 2020 to 2024. In 
practical terms, humans will grapple with chaos, survival, innovative breakthroughs, destructive 
elements, and more. The best stance we can take is to know that almost everything will be 
different. In short, this prolonged ambiguity creates a tangible opportunity to make positive 
change happen.’ 
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DRIVERS FOR RENEWAL – SUMMARY OF ACTIONS 
Progress summary of activity against the Northern Alliance four drivers in response to the covid-19 pandemic – based on Simon Breakspear’s ‘3-step process of 
organisational learning and renewal’ as set out in the Regional Improvement Plan – phase 3 (updated September 2020). 
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WORKSTREAM ACTIVITY SUMMARIES 

The following tables provide a summary of activity from each workstream. Follow the ‘Sharing our Improvement Journey’ links to detailed Sways outlining progress and 
impact over the past year. 

Curriculum (Progress shared by the following workstreams: Curriculum Primary, Early Years, 1+2 Languages and Numeracy and Maths)  

Click here to access the Primary Curriculum Sharing our Improvement Journey Sway 

Priority 

Work alongside local authority and 
national colleagues to share practice 

and facilitate the development of: 

Outcome Measure Progress 

Links to 
Additional 

Information & 
Case Studies 

curriculum-specific networks 
and CLPL for key curricular 
areas 

Percentage of schools which 
have evaluated and updated 
their transitions following 
engagement. 

ON TRACK: 75 practitioners are currently members of the Transitions hub. Over the coming 
session, outcome data regarding status of transitions will be gathered. Progress within the 
process measures indicates the following:  

 Level of collaboration evaluated against the Northern Alliance Regional 

 Collaboration Model - 70% Active Collaboration 

 100% of participants rated collaborative activity as ‘good’ or better  

 100% of participants stated that associated professional learning has increased their 

understanding of transitions 

 88% of participants stated that they can confidently apply their learning to their own 

context. 

"An excellent opportunity to review current research and practice and audit our current 
practice. The sessions were informative and interactive with time for reflection built in 
between the 2 sessions. This will have a positive impact on our P7-S1 transition but will also 
support us in improving all transitions within the school." 

Transitions 
Thinglink 
developed by 
Porthlethen 
Academy, 
following 
engagement in 
CLPL 

Percentage of participants 
who evidence shared 
understanding of pedagogies 
within practice to support 
continuity and progression of 
learning. 

ACHIEVED: 91% of participants evidenced shared understanding of IDL pedagogy to support 
continuity and progression of learning. 

100% of participants state that they can confidently describe the features of play pedagogy. 

 Membership of IDL Hub: 226 

 Membership of Play Network: 51 

“Our approach to IDL was without understanding, clarity and direction. Looking forward to 
having a shared approach which allows for progression whilst creating opportunity for 
children to lead their learning”. 

Play Network 
Case Study 

https://sway.office.com/vV1jjfa4DZabYgaH
https://www.thinglink.com/scene/1456057715229982723
https://www.thinglink.com/scene/1456057715229982723
https://www.thinglink.com/scene/1456057715229982723
https://www.thinglink.com/scene/1456057715229982723
https://www.thinglink.com/scene/1456057715229982723
https://www.thinglink.com/scene/1456057715229982723
https://www.thinglink.com/scene/1456057715229982723
https://www.thinglink.com/scene/1456057715229982723
https://sway.office.com/FPysKQXabLjH3efe
https://sway.office.com/FPysKQXabLjH3efe
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Curriculum (Progress shared by the following workstreams: Curriculum Primary, Early Years, 1+2 Languages and Numeracy and Maths)  

Click here to access the Primary Curriculum Sharing our Improvement Journey Sway 

Priority 

Work alongside local authority and 
national colleagues to share practice 

and facilitate the development of: 

Outcome Measure Progress 

Links to 
Additional 

Information & 
Case Studies 

curriculum rationales for the 
BGE and Senior Phase which 
reflect the uniqueness of each 
school community 

percentage of schools in the 
process of updating their 
curriculum rationale 

ON TRACK: 85 practitioners are currently members of the Curriculum Hub. Over the coming 
session, outcome data regarding status of curriculum rationales will be gathered. Progress 
within the process measures indicates the following: 

 Collaboration Model - 50% Active Collaboration 
o 100% of participants rated collaborative activity as ‘good’ or better  
o 86% of participants stated that associated professional learning has 

increased their understanding of their curriculum rationale 
o 86% of participants stated that they can confidently apply their learning to 

their own context. 

“This has given me the confidence to adapt the curriculum via a rationale that is in line with 
the purpose of the school. Children will be involved in constructing the rationale. Plenty of 
ideas to engage staff too!” 

 

approaches to skills for 
learning, life and work, 
including a focus on DYW 

Number of schools 
developing a skills framework 

ON HOLD: Initially developed alongside the Secondary Curriculum Lead 

who was leading this project.  When the Secondary Lead left to take up a new post in January 
2021, it was agreed to put this project on hold until August 2021, when the new Secondary 
Curriculum Lead will take forward, alongside the Primary Curriculum Lead. 

 

new and innovative 
approaches to curriculum and 
development (with a specific 
focus on digital). 

Number of case studies 
which evidence an innovative 
use of technology to support 
best pedagogy in learning 
and teaching. 

ON TRACK: Currently 4 case studies share an innovative use of technology to support 
pedagogy.  

• 49 practitioners are currently members of the Innovative Approaches to Curriculum 

Hub. Progress within the process measures indicates the following: 

o Collaboration Model - 90% Active Collaboration 

o 100% of participants stated that they can confidently work with others to 

develop innovative approaches to the curriculum 

o 100% of participants can confidently apply digital tools to support pedagogy 

Digital Innovation 
Case Study 

  

https://sway.office.com/vV1jjfa4DZabYgaH
https://sway.office.com/NEJ76KAcdpqEiOuf
https://sway.office.com/NEJ76KAcdpqEiOuf
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Early Years Workstream 

Click here to access the Early Years Sharing our Improvement Journey Sway 

Priority 

Work alongside local authority and 
national colleagues to share 

practice and facilitate the 
development of: 

Outcome Measure Progress 

Links to 
Additional 

Information & 
Case Studies 

the successful expansion of 
ELC to 1140 hours across 
the Northern Alliance 

Number of local 
authorities fully offering 
1140 hours of funded ELC 
in line with the Scottish 
Government ELC 
expansion plans 

ON TRACK: All eight Local Authorities within the Northern Alliance are on track to deliver 1140 
hours of Early Learning and Childcare by August 2021. The following feedback was shared by 
members of the Early Years Leads Network: 

"Ensure we all protect the time as we can learn from each other - I know that's easier said than 
done." 

"To build up a professional network of support. As I am newish to this role, I have found these 
meetings invaluable and a huge source of comfort as it is a non-judgmental place to share thoughts, 
questions and opinions.” 

 

innovative approaches 
curriculum delivery and 
development across 
the Early Level (with a 
specific focus on 
digital delivery) 

Number of case studies 
that evidence an 
innovative use of 
technology to support 
best pedagogy in learning 
and teaching. 

ON TRACK: Case studies for Virtual Learning Spaces have been identified for four Local Authorities.  

90% of participants submitted a feedback score of good or better across all domains in related 
professional learning sessions. 

Feedback from participants: 

“Absolutely loved this session and will try this out for our focus week coming up.” 

“We hope to create classrooms to support family learning throughout the curriculum” 

“This could be used for family learning and for transition purposes.  

“It will ease some anxieties for the parents.” 

Virtual Learning 
Spaces Case 
Study from Dyce 
Primary School 

https://sway.office.com/lDjls7nRjxnTMZqr?ref=Link&loc=play
https://sway.office.com/OInrs7FwE7SHK8Ds?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/OInrs7FwE7SHK8Ds?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/OInrs7FwE7SHK8Ds?ref=Link
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Early Years Workstream 

Click here to access the Early Years Sharing our Improvement Journey Sway 

Priority 

Work alongside local authority and 
national colleagues to share 

practice and facilitate the 
development of: 

Outcome Measure Progress 

Links to 
Additional 

Information & 
Case Studies 

recommendations as 
outlined within Northern 
Alliance Emerging 
Literacy evaluation 

Numbers of schools 
evaluating practice against 
the following operational 
definition: 

 A clear shared vision 

 Skilled practitioners 

 Strong mutually 
supportive 
relationships with 
families 

 Developmentally 
appropriate practice 

 Deep understanding of 
curriculum and 
pedagogy 

 Rich adult child 
interactions 

 Practitioners who are 
engaged in rich 
professional learning 

ON TRACK: Currently 188 settings have reported that they are implementing Emerging Literacy as. 
Six of the seven Local Authorities currently involved in Emerging Literacy have participated in 
locality meetings to plan further collaboration. 

In order to reach more practitioners, we have developed an Emerging Literacy Facebook Group, 
which has gained over 100 members between April and June 2021. We have also met with AHP 
colleagues from across the Northern Alliance in order to plan for further collaboration in the year 
ahead. An interesting area of focus will be work with Gaidhlig Medium Education.  

Responses from the Headteacher and Manager Survey June 21:  

“As an approach staff have worked well to embed this into their planning and daily practice. It 
would be useful to have refresher training and training for new staff.” 

“We now need to re-engage with the screening processes...We would have loved to see this cross 
over to Emerging Numeracy too. We hope to continue with EL approaches in session 2021/2022.” 

“We have a strong P1 team committed to this and have a member of teaching staff who is 
supporting this delivery into P2 and P3”. 

Realising the 
Ambition through 
Emerging Literacy 
Thinglink 

 

Emerging Literacy 
Update 

https://sway.office.com/lDjls7nRjxnTMZqr?ref=Link&loc=play
https://www.thinglink.com/card/1387785793501659139
https://www.thinglink.com/card/1387785793501659139
https://www.thinglink.com/card/1387785793501659139
https://www.thinglink.com/card/1387785793501659139
https://sway.office.com/ROAZTtyusZDXmwtT
https://sway.office.com/ROAZTtyusZDXmwtT
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Early Years Workstream 

Click here to access the Early Years Sharing our Improvement Journey Sway 

Priority 

Work alongside local authority and 
national colleagues to share 

practice and facilitate the 
development of: 

Outcome Measure Progress 

Links to 
Additional 

Information & 
Case Studies 

ELC Excellence and Equity 
Lead Network as leaders of 
ELC pedagogy across 
the Northern Alliance 

Percentage of settings 
producing a curriculum 
rationale that is child 
centred, involves the 
whole setting community 
and is developmentally 
appropriate. 

ON TRACK: Collaboration Café held monthly with up to 50 active members in the channel. Over the 
coming session, outcome data regarding status of curriculum rationales will be gathered. Progress 
within the process measures indicates the following: 

Curriculum Rationale Professional Learning engaged over 100 participants, with many joining as a 
team. Our Excellence and Equity Lead practitioner Curriculum Rationale Professional Learning 
engaged twelve of twenty- five active team members. 

Please tell us how you will use the content of the Curriculum Rationale session today: 

“Lead a meeting in my setting explaining what was learned and how we will use it.” 

“Go back to setting and think more about how to use the local community.” 

“It was very interesting; I loved the culture aspect.” 

Link to 
presentation from 
Include Me 
session 

https://sway.office.com/lDjls7nRjxnTMZqr?ref=Link&loc=play
https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fglowscotland-my.sharepoint.com%2F%3Ap%3A%2Fg%2Fpersonal%2Fab08reidr_glow_sch_uk%2FEeXQHcadYehMu_wEt6uy_6UBGFu9WQamIq_2JeiqhQr89Q%3Frtime%3DkEjZu95C2Ug&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNH2DI4a1azQAeoEqdgP18GrzWuYyw
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Early Years Workstream 

Click here to access the Early Years Sharing our Improvement Journey Sway 

Priority 

Work alongside local authority and 
national colleagues to share 

practice and facilitate the 
development of: 

Outcome Measure Progress 

Links to 
Additional 

Information & 
Case Studies 

Number of practitioners 
engaging in SIFS training. 

ON TRACK: as part of the expansion of high-quality Early Learning and Childcare to 1140 hours, one 
aim of the Early Years workstream was to support the role of Excellence and Equity Leads and 
Quality Network in facilitating high quality ELC and evidence progress in poverty related 
improvement through Scottish Improvement Foundation Skills projects. Eighteen E&ELs from across 
the Northern Alliance (60% of the total number of E&E Leads in the Northern Alliance) participated 
in the first cohort alongside Principal Teachers, Education Support Officers, and Central Team and 
Education Scotland staff – a total of 34 participants. Measures indicate that: 

 75% of respondents indicated that they have a strong understanding of quality 
improvement concepts (+55% from baseline) 

 87.5% of respondents indicated that they can confidently work with others to develop 
effective quality improvement approaches (+32.5% from baseline).  

"We had started doing this improvement pre-SIFS and I didn’t know about many of the tools we 
have been taught about. I hadn’t planned measures in the way taught and in future projects this 
would be a priority. " 

“I had a basic understanding of PDSA cycle before today's training but I feel that I now have a better 
understanding as I was not aware of the small scale test. The fact that I can make small test and it 
does not matter if they go wrong is reassuring. The coin test was a really good practical way to show 
how we can do things. I liked the Forcefield analysis, seemed quite simple to do.” 

SIFS (Scottish 
Improvement 
Foundation Skills) 

 

  

https://sway.office.com/lDjls7nRjxnTMZqr?ref=Link&loc=play
https://sway.office.com/MzLdCIqCequRAdYt?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/MzLdCIqCequRAdYt?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/MzLdCIqCequRAdYt?ref=Link
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1+2 Languages Workstream 

Click here to access the 1+2 Language Development Sharing our Improvement Journey Sway 

Priority 

Work alongside local authority and 
national colleagues to share 

practice and facilitate the 
development of: 

Outcome Measure Progress 

Links to 
Additional 

Information & 
Case Studies 

develop a Northern Alliance 
joint languages CLPL offer 
with consultative input 
from partners 

Percentage of practitioners who 
state that professional learning is 
‘accessible’ and that the format 
was ‘good’.  

 

Percentage of CLPL participants 
who state they feel more 
confident to collaborate as a 
result of 1+2 Languages 
professional learning. 

ACHIEVED: A survey was carries out to capture what the need was within 1+2 Languages 
across the Northern Alliance. In response to feedback, the following offer was made: 

Language upskilling and pedagogy courses in: 

 French (2 x 5-week courses) 

 Gaelic (2 x 6-week courses) 

 L3 Spanish (8-week course) 

 L3 German (4-week course) 

 

A series of teaching languages pedagogy sessions including, Progression & Assessment, 
Differentiation, IDL, outdoor learning. 

• 85% of participants stated that the content of the session was very good or 

excellent. 

• 94% stated that the professional learning had increased their understanding. 

• 91% stated that they could confidently apply professional learning in their own 

context. 

"Really impressed. Took lots of notes. A year ago, none of this would 

have made much sense, but I can follow now, and see so many uses. Many thanks!" 

"Thank you so much. I've really enjoyed the 6 sessions, and my class 

have enjoyed learning with me!" 

Northern Alliance 
Languages 
Teacher 
Professional 
Learning Hub 

 

https://sway.office.com/AFUCEUpx57jzTnvR
https://sites.google.com/as.glow.scot/northernalliancelanguagesprofe/home
https://sites.google.com/as.glow.scot/northernalliancelanguagesprofe/home
https://sites.google.com/as.glow.scot/northernalliancelanguagesprofe/home
https://sites.google.com/as.glow.scot/northernalliancelanguagesprofe/home
https://sites.google.com/as.glow.scot/northernalliancelanguagesprofe/home
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1+2 Languages Workstream 

Click here to access the 1+2 Language Development Sharing our Improvement Journey Sway 

Priority 

Work alongside local authority and 
national colleagues to share 

practice and facilitate the 
development of: 

Outcome Measure Progress 

Links to 
Additional 

Information & 
Case Studies 

increase information 
sharing and engagement 
across the Northern 
Alliance 

Percentage increase in 
SharePoint site visits numbers 
from last session. 

Increase in amount of work being 
shared by LAs on SharePoint and 
Teams sites. 

ACHIEVED: All local authorities contribute to the development of professional learning and 
collaborative engagements. Across this session there have been over 1200 visits to the 1+2 
Languages SharePoint site and 1500 visits to the Family Learning site. Our NA Languages 
Team now has over 300 members. We also have a Secondary Languages team with 25 PT 
members. 

“Working with other colleagues in the NA has been inspirational. The aim of the regional 
approach has been to continue to promote languages in schools & provide training, 
curriculum development and support. It has been amazing to have inter-authority 
collaboration.” 

Northern Alliance 
Languages Family 
Learning site  

identify gaps in 1+2 BGE 
and in Senior phase and 
provide solutions to 
challenges through sharing 
of practice 

(adapted measure) Plan for next 
steps produced by and with each 
local authority to support 
sustainability over the coming 
years  

ON TRACK: A practitioner survey was carried out to capture attitudes and confidence levels 
across the Northern Alliance. Responses were received from teachers within all eight local 
authorities. In addition, the Scottish Government’s annual 1+2 Languages survey will provide 
more detailed information from each local authority. This survey was delayed due to the 
pandemic but is now underway and will form part of our evaluation and identification of 
next steps. 

“The Northern Alliance Languages work stream has greatly supported 

local authority implementation of the 1+2 Languages policy. The group has pulled together to 
create resources and provide training for practitioners across the whole Northern Alliance. “ 

Northern Alliance 
Teacher Attitudes 
and Confidence 
Survey 

 

 

https://sway.office.com/AFUCEUpx57jzTnvR
https://sites.google.com/view/northern-alliance-languages-fa/home
https://sites.google.com/view/northern-alliance-languages-fa/home
https://sites.google.com/view/northern-alliance-languages-fa/home
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P9c6-0PpWEXnhXM7N_5q4XkDn5fUVfbl/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P9c6-0PpWEXnhXM7N_5q4XkDn5fUVfbl/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P9c6-0PpWEXnhXM7N_5q4XkDn5fUVfbl/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P9c6-0PpWEXnhXM7N_5q4XkDn5fUVfbl/view
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Numeracy and Maths Workstream 

Click here to access the Numeracy and Maths Sharing our Improvement Journey Sway 

Priority 

Work alongside local authority and 
national colleagues to share 

practice and facilitate the 
development of: 

Outcome Measure Progress 

Links to 
Additional 

Information & 
Case Studies 

improve communication 
and information sharing 
processes 

Practitioner numbers accessing 
numeracy and maths resources / 
professional learning/ networks 

ACHIEVED: All early years, primary and secondary staff can receive relevant key information 
on numeracy and maths through increasing distribution networks, redesigning and 
promoting SharePoint site, maximising the use of social media and utilising digital tools to 
share information. 

 Over the course of the session, SharePoint visits increased by over 1000 to 5,101 

visits. 

 There are now over 200 members within the secondary distribution network. 

 70% of Twitter engagement levels are either high or very high.  

 

develop a coherent, flexible 
numeracy and maths CLPL 
programme informed by 
educator need 

Percentage of practitioners rate 
content of CLPL good or better. 

ACHIEVED: 

 85% of attendees rate the current offer of professional learning as good or better. 

This has been achieved through using evaluations to improve structure, surveying 

teachers to identify need and implementing a flexible and responsive plan. 

 89% of practitioners rated the content as very good or excellent. 

 91% of practitioners agreed/strongly agreed that sessions had increased their 

understanding; and  

 92% agreed or strongly agreed that they felt confident to apply their learning within 

their own setting.  

‘’In terms of my teaching and learning, due to the N5 conference, I now teach trig with 
understanding. I’ve further researched and spoken to colleagues. Pupils have a better 
understanding.” 

Maths 
Conference 
Feedback 2020 

https://sway.office.com/Z8oyFpSkthlFadLh?ref=Link&loc=play
https://wakelet.com/wake/2bgHNnCc9GZpdV3_qL6BX
https://wakelet.com/wake/2bgHNnCc9GZpdV3_qL6BX
https://wakelet.com/wake/2bgHNnCc9GZpdV3_qL6BX
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Numeracy and Maths Workstream 

Click here to access the Numeracy and Maths Sharing our Improvement Journey Sway 

Priority 

Work alongside local authority and 
national colleagues to share 

practice and facilitate the 
development of: 

Outcome Measure Progress 

Links to 
Additional 

Information & 
Case Studies 

improve access / 
signposting to numeracy 
and maths guidance and 
support. 

This priority was amended in 
order to respond to need as 
a result of the Alternative 
Certification Model 

 

flexible senior phase 
assessment support 

Percentage of teachers 
evidencing increased confidence 
in applying shared standard 

 

 

 

 

 

Number of teachers with access 
to flexible assessment support 
within N5, N5 Apps, Higher and 
Advanced Higher 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACHIEVED: All Northern Alliance teachers have access to assessment support within N5, N5 
Apps, Higher and Advanced Higher. This has resulted in the development of a full suite of 
assessment support aligned to national standards, which has been accessed by teachers 
across the Northern Alliance and more widely. 

An estimated 48% of secondary schools in the Northern Alliance accessed the N5 assessment 
support, 23% N5 Apps, 30% higher and 41% advanced higher. 

 

  

https://sway.office.com/Z8oyFpSkthlFadLh?ref=Link&loc=play
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Raising Attainment and Closing the Poverty Related Attainment Gap Workstream 

Click here to access the Raising Attainment and Closing the Gap Sharing our Improvement Journey Sway 

Priority 

Work alongside local authority and 
national colleagues to: 

Outcome Measure Progress 
Links to Further 

Information 

develop a shared 
understanding of how poverty 
is affecting families within 
their context and place 

Percentage of practitioners 
reporting increased 
understanding of the impact 
poverty has on children’s 
learning 

ACHIEVED: 

 74.73% of all participants agreed/Strongly agreed that the professional learning they 

had undertaken had increased their understanding of the impact of poverty on 

children and young people. After engaging with our professional learning, 87.95% 

believed that they could apply what they had learned to their own context. 

“I wanted to email to tell you how much we appreciated the Northern Alliance Equity Week.  A 
number of our staff participated in events throughout the week and all who did comment on 
how much they had gained from the experience. We all gained much from the input from 
contributors and also from colleagues from across the Alliance.   From this we have made links 
with a number of schools to hear more about what they are doing or who want to hear more 
about initiatives we have tried.” 

Case Study: 
Promoting Equity 
Week  

 

The real impact of 
Promoting Equity 
Week – news post 

implement poverty aware 
approaches within schools and 
ELC settings, including policies 
and practices and the best use 
of Scottish Attainment Funds 

Percentage of schools 
achieved Poverty Aware 
criteria 

Percentage of schools that 
report positive impact on 
outcomes as a result of 
engaging in NA Equity 
Improvement Projects 

ADAPTED: Original plans were to develop ‘Poverty Aware’ criteria to support schools evaluate 
their poverty aware approaches. Feedback from practitioners resulted in a change of 
approach. Moving forward, the workstream lead will work with Education Scotland 
colleagues and 16 school teams to engage in ‘Equity Improvement Projects’ over the session.  

 

identify how educational 
establishments can increase 
participation and engagement 
in order to raise attainment 

Percentage of schools which 
report improved partnership 
working 

ON TRACK: Evaluations showed that overall there was a significant increase in understanding 
around effective multi agency partnership working from the baseline evaluation to the 
midpoint and the final sets of summary data. At the beginning of our series of workshops, 
colleagues were asked if they could confidently describe the features of an effective multi-
agency partnerships and 61% answered they could but by the end of the workshops, this 
figure had increased to 87.5%. 

Case Study: 
Partnerships for 
Equity 

https://sway.office.com/uT46DKfMvYH8Oo4E?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/AQTIcc4aKCEpM3iL?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/AQTIcc4aKCEpM3iL?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/AQTIcc4aKCEpM3iL?ref=Link
https://northernalliance.scot/2020/11/the-real-impact-of-promoting-equity-week-2020/
https://northernalliance.scot/2020/11/the-real-impact-of-promoting-equity-week-2020/
https://northernalliance.scot/2020/11/the-real-impact-of-promoting-equity-week-2020/
https://sway.office.com/tIBuGiDGK13zlBKQ?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/tIBuGiDGK13zlBKQ?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/tIBuGiDGK13zlBKQ?ref=Link
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Raising Attainment and Closing the Poverty Related Attainment Gap Workstream 

Click here to access the Raising Attainment and Closing the Gap Sharing our Improvement Journey Sway 

Priority 

Work alongside local authority and 
national colleagues to: 

Outcome Measure Progress 
Links to Further 

Information 

use a range of data sources to 
identify gaps in attainment at 
RIC level and work 
collaboratively to reduce the 
gap 

Progress of report and 
Delivery Plan constructed as 
part of Impact Collaboration 

Number of NA local 
authorities taking forward 
actions arising from Data for 
Improvement Network and 
Data for Children’s 
Collaborative (UNICEF) 

ON TRACK: Data for Improvement Network created with representation from all 8 local 
authorities. Across the session, common themes have been taken forward through analysis of 
Northern Alliance data. Moving forward there will be a focus on ‘Acceptability, Quality and 
Accessibility’ of data, with core outcomes as a focus for the network.  

In addition, all 8 local authorities engaged in workshops held by the Data for Children’s 
Collaborative – working closely with Strathclyde University and Civic Labs from India to 
identify the measures that matter to schools in the Northern Alliance and a more effective 
way to ensure accessibility of data. 

"Developing a can-do ethos and attitude along with upskilling practitioners on the importance 
of inclusion, attainment and lowering barriers will ensure a positive impact on colleagues." 

Data for Children’s 
Collaborative 

  

https://sway.office.com/uT46DKfMvYH8Oo4E?ref=Link
https://www.dataforchildrencollaborative.com/poverty/northern-alliance
https://www.dataforchildrencollaborative.com/poverty/northern-alliance
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Sustaining Education in our Communities - Learning Estates Workstream 

Click here to access the Sustaining Education – Learning Estates Sharing our Improvement Journey Sway 

Priority 

Work alongside local authority and 
national colleagues to: 

Outcome Measure Progress 

Links to 
Additional 

Information & 
Case Studies 

further develop the 
Northern Alliance Learning 
Estates Strategy as a result 
of Covid-19, as well as 
consider the longer-term 
impact and wider strategy 
changes required 

Number of Local 
Authorities that have 
completed a Learning 
Estate Strategy as outlined 
within the operational 
definition. 

 

ON TRACK: Four out of our eight Local Authorities have now completed their Learning Estate 
Strategy and have governance approval, one has chosen to delay until next year whilst the others 
are still in development stages. 

“Our learning estate strategy is now 75% in place and outlined to where we go next to (be) fully 
completed but we wouldn't have been anywhere near this if it hadn't had been for the Northern 
Alliance input.” 

“We look at things more holistically, definitely. And we look at the 

way that the whole building has been used rather than the classroom.” 

This workstream has facilitated a forum for all 8 authorities to collaborate effectively each month 
throughout lockdown periods to share good practice, share concerns and develop solutions. These 
aspects have included: 

 Covid Capacities 

 Free School Meals 

 Transport 

 Ventilation 

 Social distancing 

 Risk assessments 

 Child Care Hubs 

Sustaining 
Education in Our 
Communities: 
Building Capacity 
from within to 
improve the 
Learning 
Environment 

Develop a 'Learning Estates 
Toolkit' in order to build 
shared expectations and 
understanding across the 
Northern Alliance 

Number of Local 
Authorities adopting the 
toolkit 

ON TRACK: Over the past two years, a range of different toolkits to support the learning estate 
strategy have been developed in partnership with our local authorities. A range of toolkits are now 
complete and are ready for sharing with our Local Authorities.  

 

 

https://sway.office.com/NRrrxNYqNGwbSM8X?ref=Link&loc=play
https://sway.office.com/CrzCqqOSG5ikXCy4?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/CrzCqqOSG5ikXCy4?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/CrzCqqOSG5ikXCy4?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/CrzCqqOSG5ikXCy4?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/CrzCqqOSG5ikXCy4?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/CrzCqqOSG5ikXCy4?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/CrzCqqOSG5ikXCy4?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/CrzCqqOSG5ikXCy4?ref=Link
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Sustaining Education in our Communities - e-Learning Workstream 

Click here to access the Sustaining education – e-Learning Sharing our Improvement Journey Sway 

Priority 

Work alongside local 
authority and national 

colleagues to: 

Outcome Measure Progress 

Links to 
Additional 

Information & 
Case Studies 

further develop e-Learning 
models (as part of e-Sgoil) 
across the NA, widening 
access to the curriculum 
and increasing resilience in 
terms of teaching capacity 

This session there has been 
a focus on ensuring 
continuity of learning during 
the pandemic and 
contributing to the National 
e-Learning Offer (NeLO) 

Range of case studies 
evidencing impact 

ON TRACK: The Online School engaged 1002 self-isolating or shielding learners over the session, 
with 45% of our learners engaging from the Northern Alliance. Study support sessions attracted 
learners from approximately 90% of Scottish secondary schools, with 16% total registrations from 
the Northern Alliance – totalling 821 pupils for the evening sessions. Easter Study Support sessions 
attracted a total of 526 pupils from 57 of our schools, with average 4.5 /5 rating from pupils. 
Gaidhlig Bheo ran during Lockdown (Jan to March 2021) and attracted a total of 384 pupils from 18 
of our schools. DYW Live Phase 2 has attracted 229 registrations of interest from teachers across 
Scotland so far, with 20% from the Northern Alliance. 

 “Very good study sessions, I really like how we are asked to give answers in the comments/chatbox 
for some sessions, this really helps because I feel more involved and we get feedback right away.” 

S5 Pupil H Business Management 

“Thank you so much for this brilliant resource! It has developed my learning from school and focused 
my revision for upcoming assessments.” - S4 N5 French 

“We’ve been trying to instil independence, resilience, all of these things into our pupils for the whole 
of their school career. This is not going to derail them. It’s going to give them an opportunity to 
prove themselves despite adversity.” 

Digital learning 
from e-Sgoil 

 

e-Sgoil Snow and 
Tell 

improve the digital CLPL 
offer for staff 

Number of digital CLPL 
sessions per term 

ON TRACK: Our 6 Northern Alliance Digital DHTs currently offer support and professional learning 
within their own local authorities. Over the past session there has been an increased focus on 
accessing Glow and Microsoft Teams particularly for those who are more familiar with Google as a 
preferred platform.  In addition, they work closely with the other workstream leads to offer 
professional learning both with a focus on specific digital skills and around how digital technology 
can support pedagogy and the curriculum (see curriculum update on transitions using ThingLink and 
Early Years update on the use of Virtual Classrooms). Within the core e-Sgoil teaching community, 
bespoke e-Sgoil training is now being supplemented by faculty sharing of best practice and peer 
support.  

Video Tutorials 

 

Online Teaching 
& Learning Tips 

https://sway.office.com/CxY4hB1eB50TxFU3?ref=Link&loc=mysways
https://e-sgoil.com/
https://e-sgoil.com/
https://youtu.be/qBycsusOaEU
https://youtu.be/qBycsusOaEU
https://www.e-sgoil.com/video-tutorials-jb/
https://www.e-sgoil.com/media/1276/online_teaching_tips.pdf
https://www.e-sgoil.com/media/1276/online_teaching_tips.pdf
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Sustaining Education in our Communities - e-Learning Workstream 

Click here to access the Sustaining education – e-Learning Sharing our Improvement Journey Sway 

Priority 

Work alongside local 
authority and national 

colleagues to: 

Outcome Measure Progress 

Links to 
Additional 

Information & 
Case Studies 

further develop the e-
learning systems and 
structure across the NA 

Number of Local 
Authorities which enable 
access to learning and 
teaching through Glow 

Pupils from all eight of our Local Authorities are now accessing learning through GLOW for Study 
Support, DYW Live etc. As indicated above, the Northern Alliance Digital DHTs have played a key 
role in supporting practitioners and pupils to access GLOW and in building confidence and capacity. 
Digital DHTs have worked together with our local authorities to design a programme of 
Collaborative Online Curriculum Opportunities (COCO) for senior phase pupils during the 2021/22 
school session. These will enable young people to undertake Higher, Advanced Higher and 
Foundation Apprenticeship courses remotely with teachers and pupils from across eight local 
authorities. This project will be tested over the coming session. As part of the National e-Learning 
Offer, we are also looking to further develop our provision for learners who have disengaged 
from their own school setting. The i-Sgoil model has operated successfully as a pilot across the 
Northern Alliance over the past 18 months focussing on Senior Phase interrupted learners.  For 
session 2021-22, it is intended to offer a live, interactive online provision 
for interrupted learners across both Primary and Secondary sectors.  

 “While I have been off school this has helped me still get an education. Everybody is 
very friendly, and I feel very comfortable in eSgoil.    

I have also made new friends, learnt new things about other people, and discovered great websites 
and for learning.   I have really enjoyed the lessons and have learnt so many new things, such us 
collective nouns and tautology.  My teacher is very friendly and has helped me a lot!  Everyone has 
been incredibly supportive in my return to school and boosted my confidence even 
more!  I can’t think of a single thing that I would change about my experience.” 

“The level of collaboration and cooperation across the NA local authorities has been hugely 
important.” 

Digital Help & 
Support 
ThingLinks 

 

Online classes 
open to young 
people across 
eight council 
areas alongside 
their school 
timetable – news 
post 

  

https://sway.office.com/CxY4hB1eB50TxFU3?ref=Link&loc=mysways
https://northernalliance.scot/digital-help-support/
https://northernalliance.scot/digital-help-support/
https://northernalliance.scot/digital-help-support/
https://northernalliance.scot/2021/06/online-classes-open-to-young-people-across-eight-council-areas-alongside-their-school-timetable/
https://northernalliance.scot/2021/06/online-classes-open-to-young-people-across-eight-council-areas-alongside-their-school-timetable/
https://northernalliance.scot/2021/06/online-classes-open-to-young-people-across-eight-council-areas-alongside-their-school-timetable/
https://northernalliance.scot/2021/06/online-classes-open-to-young-people-across-eight-council-areas-alongside-their-school-timetable/
https://northernalliance.scot/2021/06/online-classes-open-to-young-people-across-eight-council-areas-alongside-their-school-timetable/
https://northernalliance.scot/2021/06/online-classes-open-to-young-people-across-eight-council-areas-alongside-their-school-timetable/
https://northernalliance.scot/2021/06/online-classes-open-to-young-people-across-eight-council-areas-alongside-their-school-timetable/
https://northernalliance.scot/2021/06/online-classes-open-to-young-people-across-eight-council-areas-alongside-their-school-timetable/
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Leadership Workstream 

Click here to access the Leadership Sharing our Improvement Journey Sway 

Priority 
Work alongside local authority and 

national colleagues to develop leaders 
at all levels by: 

Outcome Measure Progress 

Links to 
Additional 

Information & 
Case Studies 

increasing opportunities for 
colleagues across the Northern 
Alliance to participate in high 
quality, 
collaborative leadership 
learning 

Number of new Professional 
Learning offers and number 
of participants 

ACHIEVED: 13 new offers (several ran over multiple sessions/cohorts) 

Individual participants in CLPL programmes/activities: 327 

Number of staff registered for World Education Summit: 6069  

New Programmes 

 Future Facilitator 

 Getting started with Coaching.  

 An Introduction to Leadership Coaching 

 Coaching for PRD 

 New & Acting DHT Blethers 

 DHT Virtual Leadership Network 

 Middle Leaders Virtual Leadership Network 

 Wellbeing Wednesday 

New sessions & resources  

 World Education Summit 

 Coaching in a crisis 

 Northern Alliance coaching resource.  

 Leading learning and renewal in our schools and organisations.  

 Using Logic models to implement change.  

 Supporting teachers CLPL: what can School Leaders do? 

 Evolving Systems Thinking 

 Coaching for Success: GTCS Coaching Diploma & train the trainer 

Northern Alliance 
coaching 
resource.  

Leading learning 
and renewal in 
our schools and 
organisations.  

 

Northern Alliance 
Leadership 
Pathway 

 

 

https://sway.office.com/CxY4hB1eB50TxFU3?ref=Link&loc=mysways
https://sites.google.com/as.glow.scot/northern-alliance-leadership/home
https://sway.office.com/3ro4US3tzmI4ojHT?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/3ro4US3tzmI4ojHT?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/3ro4US3tzmI4ojHT?ref=Link
https://sites.google.com/as.glow.scot/northern-alliance-leadership/home
https://sites.google.com/as.glow.scot/northern-alliance-leadership/home
https://sites.google.com/as.glow.scot/northern-alliance-leadership/home
https://sites.google.com/as.glow.scot/northern-alliance-leadership/home
https://www.thinglink.com/scene/1453742603236278274
https://www.thinglink.com/scene/1453742603236278274
https://www.thinglink.com/scene/1453742603236278274
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Leadership Workstream 

Click here to access the Leadership Sharing our Improvement Journey Sway 

Priority 
Work alongside local authority and 

national colleagues to develop leaders 
at all levels by: 

Outcome Measure Progress 

Links to 
Additional 

Information & 
Case Studies 

further developing the capacity 
to lead at a time of change 

Percentage of members that 
report increased confidence 
in their capacity to lead at a 
time of change 

ACHIEVED: 100% 

Number of practitioners involved in coaching programmes: 163 participants, 7 trainers 
trained (210 participants 2019-20). 

“Coaching is exactly the tool that should be used when dealing with parents” 

“As an Educational Psychology service, we have offered a coaching approach to support school 
staff during this lockdown period. My experience on the programme has helped shape this 
offer and develop my confidence and expertise to offer coaching to this group.” 

Using Logic 
models to 
implement change 
– professional 
learning resource.  

Coaching Case 
Study 

 

 

building and growing 
connections that enhance 
learning and leadership in 
order to build a culture of self-
improving schools/ELC settings 
across the Northern Alliance. 

Number of members 
engaged in each of the 
following networks:  

 Coaching,  

 Facilitators of Andragogy  

 Leadership of Learning 
and Teaching  

 NA Leadership Team. 

 

100% of RIC authorities will 
be involved in each network. 

ON TRACK:  Number of members involved in each network/ number of local authorities 
involved in each network: 

 Virtual Leadership Network (DHT): 171 members/8 authorities  

 Virtual Leadership Network (ML): 58 members/ 8 authorities 

 New and Acting DHT group: 38 members/ 7 authorities  

 Coaching Network: 186 members/8 authorities  

 Facilitator Network: 7 members/3 authorities 
 

Self-reported, exploratory outcomes across all leadership collaborative and professional 
learning activities: 

 Will this professional learning impact on children and young people? Yes 84.4%, 
Maybe 15.6%. 

 Will this professional learning impact on families? Yes 63.33%, Maybe 33.33%. 

 Will this professional learning impact on colleagues? Yes 90%, Maybe 6.7%, No 3.3%. 

Virtual Leadership 
Networks Case 
Study 

Facilitation Case 
Study 

 

in order to build a culture of self-
improving schools/ELC settings across 
the Northern Alliance. 

 

  

https://sway.office.com/CxY4hB1eB50TxFU3?ref=Link&loc=mysways
https://sites.google.com/as.glow.scot/northern-alliance-leadership/home
https://sites.google.com/as.glow.scot/northern-alliance-leadership/home
https://sites.google.com/as.glow.scot/northern-alliance-leadership/home
https://sites.google.com/as.glow.scot/northern-alliance-leadership/home
https://sites.google.com/as.glow.scot/northern-alliance-leadership/home
https://sway.office.com/FgoKiVB6fiLgjKJj?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/FgoKiVB6fiLgjKJj?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/NBTc9TvAUbOyFdTr?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/NBTc9TvAUbOyFdTr?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/NBTc9TvAUbOyFdTr?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/GFFA1mAZQ111Cg9U?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/GFFA1mAZQ111Cg9U?ref=Link
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Community Learning and Development Workstream 

Click here to access the CLD Sharing our Improvement Journey Sway 

Priority 
Work alongside local authority and 

national colleagues to: 
Outcome Measure Progress 

Links to 
Additional 

Information & 
Case Studies 

capture approaches to 
wider achievement for 
young people and adult 
learners and share practice 

Number of LAs sharing 
approaches to gaining 
awards and 
accreditation pathways 
through CLD. 

 

ON TRACK: Data which has now become available for the first time shows us that in the Northern 
Alliance, through local authority CLD Services in the period 2019-20 5,372 young people achieved 
awards and accreditation and over 500 adults similarly. This data is now supporting the development of 
a baseline picture and allows for skill and resource sharing across local authority boundaries sitting 
alongside our developing picture of range of awards/accreditation offered. 

*data currently based on returns from 7 of our 8 local authorities. 

 

 

capture and analyse youth 
participation and youth 
voice 

Number of LAs within 
the Northern Alliance 
sharing approaches to 
youth participation 
and representation 
structures. 

ON TRACK: Our highly successful youth conference in 2020 built on an initial event in 2019 and allowed 
us to work in collaboration with partners the North Sea Commission(NSC) with common aims of 
strengthening the involvement of young people in matters which concern them. We shared funding 
with the NSC and made sensible use of a grant from the Gordon Cook Foundation to build a very well 
received event with over 80 participants online. We welcomed international speakers and Scottish 
Government officials as well as young people themselves as excellent contributors. As a result of this 
event goals are set for actions led by young people themselves, a network of practitioners involved in 
youth participation has been established, shared resources are leading to shared commitments such as 
Youth Charters and we are well on the way to a Youth Advisory Group across the region.  

Changing Tides 
and Making 
Waves Youth 
Conference 
Report 

 

Reflecting on 
Include Me week 
and the power of 
involving young 
people 

further develop approaches 
to Family Learning; 

Percentage of 
participants engaging 
in professional learning 
who evidence a shared 
understanding* of 
family learning 

ON TRACK: The pandemic affected our planned work with the Family Learning Pack developed in 2019. 
We have however taken a closer look at how Family Learning is delivered in Scotland. The Education 
Scotland Aspect Review around this has assisted. The Working Group focussing on this priority have 
been looking at the relationship between Family Learning and Parental Involvement and Engagement 
and are currently exploring the potential for a regional approach to harnessing the Professional 
Development Award in FL to underpin good practice and coherent delivery. Our Education Scotland 
colleagues are involved in this. 

Pitsligo Family 
Fun and Food 

increase access to 
professional learning – 
including online. 

Number of Case 
Studies completed 
demonstrating 

ON TRACK: Range of STEM case studies collated and shared (see link on right). Also, the following 
activity has been taken forward: 

Northern Alliance 
article on 
showcasing best 

https://sway.office.com/wodWC8mbZ2iXeZ4l?ref=Link
https://northernalliance.scot/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Changing-Tides-Making-Waves-Conference-2020.pdf
https://northernalliance.scot/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Changing-Tides-Making-Waves-Conference-2020.pdf
https://northernalliance.scot/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Changing-Tides-Making-Waves-Conference-2020.pdf
https://northernalliance.scot/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Changing-Tides-Making-Waves-Conference-2020.pdf
https://northernalliance.scot/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Changing-Tides-Making-Waves-Conference-2020.pdf
https://northernalliance.scot/2021/06/reflecting-on-include-me-week-equalities-guidance-and-the-power-of-involving-young-people/
https://northernalliance.scot/2021/06/reflecting-on-include-me-week-equalities-guidance-and-the-power-of-involving-young-people/
https://northernalliance.scot/2021/06/reflecting-on-include-me-week-equalities-guidance-and-the-power-of-involving-young-people/
https://northernalliance.scot/2021/06/reflecting-on-include-me-week-equalities-guidance-and-the-power-of-involving-young-people/
https://northernalliance.scot/2021/06/reflecting-on-include-me-week-equalities-guidance-and-the-power-of-involving-young-people/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2bjx5ca7uY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2bjx5ca7uY
https://northernalliance.scot/2021/02/northern-alliance-best-practice-to-be-showcased-at-stem-nation-event/
https://northernalliance.scot/2021/02/northern-alliance-best-practice-to-be-showcased-at-stem-nation-event/
https://northernalliance.scot/2021/02/northern-alliance-best-practice-to-be-showcased-at-stem-nation-event/
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evidence of impact of 
professional learning. 

• Co-designed and delivered (CLD Leads and Education Scotland) a research project involving 12 

practitioners from 7 authorities in desk top research into aspects of delivering CLD online. This 

has been well received, has given us 8 research reports, led to confirmation of a second cohort 

and has now been shared with the West Partnership RIC 

• Accessed by 156 practitioners across the Northern Alliance. 

• Provided workshop leads and practitioner participants for the highly successful Include Me 

programme run by the Northern Alliance.  

• Disseminated online resources for our Unlocking STEM In CLD programme which was funded 

by an Education Scotland grant and taken forward by Aberdeen City, Aberdeenshire and the 

Science Centre in collaboration. Created a publication of case studies to support practitioners 

elsewhere and reached over 1,500 registered participants in our You Know You are a Scientist 

programme for those in CLD and well beyond.  

• Delivered professional learning inserts as extensions to 6 of our monthly business meetings, 

jointly with Education Scotland colleagues. 

• Increased membership of our professional body – the CLD Standards Council in Scotland - have 

achieved an 8% increase over 12 months exceeding the 5% initially sought. This secures good 

access to professional learning and resources for colleagues who have joined. 

STEM practice in 
CLD 

 

Unlocking STEM 
in CLD Case 
Studies 

 

 

  

https://northernalliance.scot/2021/02/northern-alliance-best-practice-to-be-showcased-at-stem-nation-event/
https://northernalliance.scot/2021/02/northern-alliance-best-practice-to-be-showcased-at-stem-nation-event/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OIhptE3CFVMXcuVQ5SvP5jGxxIeeCI_2/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OIhptE3CFVMXcuVQ5SvP5jGxxIeeCI_2/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OIhptE3CFVMXcuVQ5SvP5jGxxIeeCI_2/view
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Equalities Workstream 

Click here to access the Equalities Sharing our Improvement Journey Sway 

Priority 

Working alongside local authority 
and national colleagues to: 

Outcome Measure Progress 
Links to Further 

Information 

implement an Equality, 
Diversity and Children’s 
Rights policy 

Percentage of schools 
implementing an 
Equality and Diversity 
policy 

 

ON TRACK: The NA Equalities Workstream has worked with pupils from Nairn Academy to create a 
Guidance document/self-evaluation tool for school and ELC settings. This was launched at an event in 
May 2021 and has also been highlighted and made available on the Education Scotland website. 

INCLUDE Guidance is to be used as Equality Guidance across the NA. CLD colleagues and Equalities reps 
have agreed to work together to further increase the knowledge of and use of a children and young 
people's charter across the NA. 

 

INCLUDE Me 
Equality, Diversity 
and Inclusion 
Guidance 

 

Video from the 
Young People of 
Nairn Academy 

Create training and 
Curriculum Resources 

Number of local 
authorities engaging in 
core Equality, Diversity 
and Children’s Rights 
training 

ACHIEVED: The NA Equality Group has developed training in Equality and Diversity which is available 
for all school staff across the Northern Alliance. Sessions are delivered regularly and can be requested 
from any member of the group at any time. We have collated a range of curricular materials supporting 
each of the Protected Characteristics that can be shared with schools to support curricular work on any 
or all of these topics, to enhance the understanding and knowledge of pupils and to challenge their 
own unconscious biases at an early stage. A member of the NA Equality Group is the Education 
Scotland representative with a training remit for Gender Stereotypes and Unconscious Bias, which is 
promoted widely across the NA. 

 

Ensure the voices of 
children and young people 
are heard 

Percent of groups to 
support equality, 
diversity and children’s 
rights in each Local 
Authority involving 
children and young 
people 

ON TRACK: In order to meet the requirements of the UNCRC, some means of gathering the pupil voice 
around equality, diversity and children’s rights will be required. To support this work the NA showcased 
a number of examples of interesting practice from across our 8 local authorities, during a series of 
events in May 2021 – INCLUDE me. The evaluation from this event was very positive with most 
respondents stating that the 30-minute sessions had given them greater confidence in pupil 
participation. The recorded sessions are all on the INCLUDE Me website. 

INCLUDE Me 
website 

https://sway.office.com/n62Apkqw2cHFjT5g?ref=Link
https://education.gov.scot/improvement/self-evaluation/include-equality-diversity-and-inclusion-guidance/
https://education.gov.scot/improvement/self-evaluation/include-equality-diversity-and-inclusion-guidance/
https://education.gov.scot/improvement/self-evaluation/include-equality-diversity-and-inclusion-guidance/
https://education.gov.scot/improvement/self-evaluation/include-equality-diversity-and-inclusion-guidance/
https://youtu.be/k7c_pAsTte8
https://youtu.be/k7c_pAsTte8
https://youtu.be/k7c_pAsTte8
https://sites.google.com/as.glow.scot/include-me/home
https://sites.google.com/as.glow.scot/include-me/home
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Equalities Workstream 

Click here to access the Equalities Sharing our Improvement Journey Sway 

Priority 

Working alongside local authority 
and national colleagues to: 

Outcome Measure Progress 
Links to Further 

Information 

Identify the key 
components of wellbeing in 
schools across the Northern 
Alliance, to support all 
pupils and staff and 
especially those with 
protected characteristics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Number of Case 
Studies from schools 
across the Northern 
Alliance providing 
examples of good 
practice for others to 
use and follow. 

ON TRACK:  The NA Equality Group commissioned and adopted the Promoting Positive Relationships 
anti-bullying guidance created by the Misty Isle Forum in 2018. The Highland Bullying Survey has also 
been created on a Google Form and circulated to all members of the group to use in their settings/local 
authority across the NA as required. 

We are also collaborating with Education Scotland and Aberdeen University to invite Schools and ELC 
settings from across the Northern Alliance to take part in a research study to explore practices that 
support children’s emotional wellbeing. The study will gather evidence of the existing practices in 
settings (ELCs / schools) across the Northern Alliance. By analysing the practices/materials shared with 
us, we hope to identify the underpinning principles and the key features of high quality learning 
experiences that ensure the health and wellbeing needs of children and young people are met and then 
share these with all settings across the Northern Alliance to support the emotional wellbeing of 
children, young people and staff. 

Anti-bullying 
policy and 
guidance 

Champion Equality and 
Diversity e.g. through the 
Rights Respecting Schools 
(RRS) programme (UNICEF) 

Percentage of 
Northern Alliance 
schools which have 
engaged with UNICEF 
RRS programme 

ON TRACK: In promoting children’s rights, since the inception of the award, 324 settings within the 
Northern Alliance have signed up to undertake the UNICEF Rights Respecting Schools Award where 
75% have achieved an award at either Bronze, Silver or Gold. This award recognises a school’s 
achievement in putting the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child into practice within 
the school and beyond.  The NA Equality Group is tracking the number of schools registering for this 
award and also the progress through the various levels across our NA schools. 

 

 

https://sway.office.com/n62Apkqw2cHFjT5g?ref=Link
https://www.highland.gov.uk/downloads/file/19358/anti_bullying_-_guidance_for_schools
https://www.highland.gov.uk/downloads/file/19358/anti_bullying_-_guidance_for_schools
https://www.highland.gov.uk/downloads/file/19358/anti_bullying_-_guidance_for_schools
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